Software Developer
About the position
As a Software Developer at SafeEx, you will be part of an international team of developers that are
constantly improving the SafeEx maintenance system. You will mostly be programming based on a
design specification, stipulating the functional and UI design. There is, however, room for
innovation and creativity.
Some of your daily tasks will be:
• Software Development
• Testing
• 2nd line customer support
• System documentation
• Peer code review

About you
As a professional you:
• Are great at developing in JavaScript, and you have an interest in becoming even better.
Knowledge of tools and frameworks like Bootstrap, Apache Cordova, React, Meteor, and
others are appreciated.
• Can program in Python and want to grow your knowledge base. Experience with Django is
a plus!
• Have a great eye for design and have UI and UX very much in mind while creating a new
solution. Experience in Graphic Design and tools like Gimp or Photoshop are a definite
plus.
• Have a wide understanding of how to build and maintain good applications.
• You are not scared of expressing your opinion and speaking up for what you believe in, but
don't hold any grudges if the decisions we make don't go your way.
• Produce good quality code and respect the team’s processes and requirements.
• Write clear and well-documented solutions.
As a person you:
• Are self-driven and independent.
• Know when to ask for help.
• Can keep a cool head when things are hot.
• Have a can-do attitude.
• Are eager and patient when needing to help someone.
• Can take criticism.
• Have a good sense of humor, but remain professional the whole day.

About SafeEx
SafeEx ApS is a Danish company that delivers
inspection and maintenance software to the
Oil and Gas industry. We aim to help our
customers gain real-time data and quality
assurance of all their routines – thus improve
safety on their units.
We’re a smaller company that emphasizes
freedom under responsibility and a flat
organizational hierarchy. Everyone is
encouraged to contribute across the board
and should not hesitate to share their ideas.
This, we believe, builds the foundation for
professional and personal development for our
employees in many different directions.
Read more about us at https://safeex.com.

How to apply
If you are interested in the position, send a copy of your CV and a cover letter to
newdeveloper@safeex.com Please be sure to include links to your work if you have any.
Ideally, the position should be filled in as soon as possible, but we are willing to wait for the right
candidate.

